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INTRODUCTION 
The problem we solve in this paper originates from the real valued index 
theory of Toeplitz operators on H*(R) [5-7, 10, 241. In an effort to study 
Toeplitz operators whose symbols are almost periodic functions with 
frequency module being a discrete subgroup of [w, it was discovered that 
the representations of the C*-algebra generated by these operators on 
various Hilbert spaces are all isomorphic [7]. Such a Toeplitz algebra is 
the enveloping algebra of an isometric representation of the nonnegative 
part of the discrete subgroup. It was shown later by R. Douglas [9] that 
the reason for those representations to be isomorphic is that all nonunitary 
isometric representations of such a semigroup are isomorphic. Hence for 
any subgroup Tc Iw, one has a universal object &, the C*-algebra of the 
nonunitary isometric representation of r+. In the same paper, Douglas 
showed that for two subgroups r and A of I&!, Fr and FA are isomorphic if 
and only if the groups are order isomorphic. 
Let ‘gr be the ideal of & generated by the commutators. Since an 
isomorphism cp: & --+ FA necessarily takes ?Zr into %,,, these commutator 
ideals are isomorphic if r and A are order isomorphic. One question left 
unanswered in [9] is whether or not the converse is true. Put differently, 
one asks whether or not %?,- determines r as an ordered group. One 
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certainly would guess, not without good reason, that the answer is yes. 
Strong evidence for this is that every Fredholm (in the sense of Breuer) 
partial isometry in &- has its real valued index in f and, conversely, every 
element in r is the index of a partial isometry in & [7]. This result on the 
numerical index naturally leads one to suspect that the image of K,(wr) 
under the trace map, which the algebra inherits from its enveloping 
von Neumann algebra, is precisely r. We shall prove this, thereby giving a 
classification of sr, and compute K,(%‘,-). As a by-product, we obtain that 
if Yr and YA are strongly Morita equivalent, then r and /i are order 
isomorphic. 
In the canonical sense, %?,- is not a genuine crossed product of any kind. 
So in order to use existing tools such as the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact 
sequence [lS] for the purpose of computing K,(vr), we work with an 
enlarged algebra Gr, which is the crossed product of a commutative AF- 
algebra B, by an automorphism group isomorphic to r. Since the six-term 
exact sequence applies to the Z-crossed product, whereas r may be 
uncountable, we must treat B, >Q r as a successive crossed product of B, 
by Z and use the exact sequence at every stage of crossed product. This 
iterative process is done by using mathematical induction. But, as the 
reader will see, diagram chasing alone is not enough for the computation; 
some hard analysis must be done somewhere along the line. The hard 
analysis appears in the proof of Theorem 2.3, which is technically the most 
difficult part of the paper. 
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention the connection between the com- 
mutator ideals %Y,- and foliation C*-algebras. For a discrete subgroup 
Tc R, the natural embedding of K! in p induces a foliation of the latter by 
the real line. The corresponding foliation C*-algebra is C,(R) >a r [lo], 
which is contained in the “double” @== B, >Q f of qr. One can think of the 
foliation C*-algebra as the smooth part of gr. Corollary 2.8 tells us, 
somewhat surprisingly, that the inclusion of C,(R) >a r into @,- almost 
identifies the K-theories of the two algebras. 
It should be mentioned that while our work makes the study of the 
algebraic theory of isometric representations of one-parameter semi-groups 
relatively complete, it does not touch the spatial properties of these 
representations. As was shown by P. Muhly [15], the isometric represen- 
tations of T+ can have very rich spatial structures. Also see [13]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains the 
classification of the commutator ideals. Section 2 is devoted to the com- 
putation of K,(G$). Since the proof of Theorem 2.3 is rather long, we single 
it out as Section 3. In Section 4, we give an application of our main results. 
In addition to that, we give a classification up to the strong Morita 
equivalence of the C*-algebras associated with minimal rotations on com- 
pact abelian groups. The Appendix contains a technical calculation. 
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1. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE COMMUTATOR IDEALS 
Let us first state a few conventions which will be used throughout the 
paper. The characteristic function of a set S will be denoted by xs. Given a 
subset G of [w, the real line, the C*-algebra of Bore1 functions generated by 
{~t~.~): g<h, g,hEG) will be denoted by B,. A function (pal” is 
always identified with the corresponding multiplication operator on L*(iR). 
We say that xi,, ai is a finite sum if it has only a finite number of nonzero 
terms. The collection of n x n matrices will be denoted by M, and its trace 
by tr,. 
Let r be a subgroup of [w and let r+ = Tn [0, + 00). An isometric 
representation of r+ is a semi-group homomorphism y H V, from T+ into 
the collection of the isometries on a Hilbert space [9, 151. A nonunitary 
isometric representation of r + on L*[O, + 00) where the measure in 
question is of course the standard Lebesgue measure, can be constructed as 
follows. For each h E [FB, let (r,f)( t) = f(t - ,l), f~ L*(R). Let Tl be the 
compression of r, to L’[O, co), x~~,~,T,I L’[O, co). For A>O, Tz is a 
completely nonunitary isometry. Since Tt+ p = T,+ T,’ whenever A 3 0 and 
,u > 0, A H T: is a nonunitary isometric representation of r+ [7]. In the 
terminology of the spatial theory of isometric representations, this is an 
evanescent representation of r + [ 151. The C*-algebra generated by 
CT,+: A E r+ } will be denoted by Yj. It was proved by R. Douglas [9] 
that any nonunitary isometric representation 1 H VI of r+ is isomorphic 
to 1 H T: in the sense that there is an isomorphism n from Y,, onto $$, 
the C*-algebra generated by { I/,: 2 E T+ f, such that n( T; ) = V,. 
The ideal of Yr generated by the commutators will be denoted by %=, 
which is itself a simple C*-algebra [9]. It is easy to see that %‘r is the norm 
closure of finite sums Cj. E r rj, TAF with vi. E B,+ . 
The algebras & and V,- are but disguised forms of C*-algebras of 
Toeplitz operators on H’(R), the Hardy space of the upper half plane. 
Indeed if 9 denotes the Fourier transform on L2(R), then Y(r) = 
S&R* is the C*-algebra generated by Toeplitz operators T, on H2(rW) 
such that the symbolf is an almost periodic function with a Fourier series 
f(t)=~IEruj.e*““’ [Is, 7-J. 
On L*(aB), let $r be the (unital) C*-algebra generated by B, and 
{ Tj.: 1 E r}. The norm closure of finite sums Cj.e r n j, Ti,, where rl j. E B,, is a 
two-sided ideal, which will be denoted by @=, in $. It is clear that %?r c @r 
when %‘,. is regarded as an algebra on L*(R). 
On L*( Iw x r) = L*( I&!) @ 1*(r), define operators 
and 
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The von Neumann algebra Jv; generated by {fi,: cp E L”(R)) and 
{ Tj,: 1 E f } is a type-II, factor if r is dense in [w, and a type-I, factor 
otherwise [5, 71. For the remainder of the paper, unless otherwise 
specified, r denotes a dense subgroup of [w. The topology on I-‘, however, 
will always be that of discrete. The normal, faithful trace rr on Jv, will be 
normalized in such a way that for A = C ;. E r fii7 ~j, E J+‘& 
The algebra $r is the closure of finite sums C;.ErfnTi with f;.~ (B,)+ 
[7]. It was shown in [7] that 
P: 1 fiT>++ 1 1Zr,Fi 
2.t r IST 
extends to a faithful representation of $r in Mr. The pull-back of zy by p, 
which will also be denoted by tr, is a trace on &. The restriction of this 
trace to %‘,- will be denoted by the same symbol. For any natural number n, 
the representation of a self-adjoint projection E E %‘r@ M, in JV,LO M, is a 
finite projection [7, 81, therefore T,-@ tr,(E) < +co. Hence TV induces a 
group homomorphism (T,-)*: Ko(Cer) -t R [8]. 
THEOREM 1.1. For any dense subgroup f c IQ, 
(~r)*WoWr)) = w*wo&-)) = r 
if T= is normalized in such a way that r,(~~~,~,) = 1. 
Since @r~Vr=) {Q~,~,): AE~+}, it is clear that (r,-).JK,,(@r))~ 
(z,),(&((e,)) 3 K So all th a remains is to prove the inclusion the other t 
way. This will be done in the next section. 
In [9], R. Douglas proved that for subgroups r and n of R, 9. and rA 
are isomorphic if and only if r and /i are order isomorphic, i.e., there is a 
group isomorphism rr: r -+ n such that n(r+ ) = /1+. A key fact used in 
[9] is that &. determines r as an ordered group. Theorem 1.1 says that Vr 
also determines r as an ordered group. This enables us to classify %?= up to 
its isomorphism class and up to its strong Morita equivalence class. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that r is a nonzero subgroup of R. Then Gfr 
and gr are stable. To be more precise, if rx 2% with a > 0, then %‘r and W,- 
are, respectively, canonically isomorphic to ( EOgrE,) Q %“(I’( Z + )) and 
(E,?Z,-EO)@X(Z2(Z)), where E,=x~~,~,. Hence %r and %?r are non- 
canonically isomorphic. 
580;78:2-2 
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Proof: Define 
W:L2[0, co)= 6 L2[ja,ja+a)+L2[o,a)@12(z+) 
j=O 
such that for f~ L2[0, co), 
where -5, = x Cnm,nil + a). It is clear that for an operator A on L’[O, co), 
WA = (EoT~izATj~Eo)i,j W. (1.1) 
IfA=CA..vA T;’ is a finite sum with each vi E B,+ having a compact sup- 
port, the matrix on the right-hand side of (1.1) has only a finite number of 
nonzero entries and is, therefore, an element in (Eo%?rEo)@ X(I’(Z +)). 
Suppose, on the other hand, that (A,i)i.j is a matrix with a finite number 
of nonzero entries A, E E,%‘~E,, then it is easy to verify that A = 
Cl,j20 T,,A,T-, is an element in Vr and that WA = (A,), j W. Hence 
W%YrW* = (Eo~rEo)OX(12(Z+)). Note that E,@,-E,= E,~,E,. One 
similarly verifies that @%?r ti* = (E,tX,-E,) 0 X(Z2(Z)), where l&“= 
{.-, T,(E-,f), Eof, L(E,f), . ..> forfeL*@). I 
THEOREM 1.3. Let r and A be dense subgroups of Iw. The following are 
equivalent. 
rc: 
(i) I- and A are order isomorphic, i.e., there is a group isomorphism 
f-A such that n(T+)=A+; 
(ii) Fr and FA are isomorphic; 
(iii) .Fjj and FA are strongly Morita equivalent; 
(iv) Vr and %A are isomorphic; 
(v) Vr and %?A are strongly Morita equivalent; 
(vi) there is a c > 0 such that c(~,)*(K~(GF?~)) = (T,,)*(K~(V,,)); 
(vii) there is a c > 0 such that CT= A. 
Remark. That (i) and (vii) are equivalent follows from elementary 
analysis, Indeed it is a simple exercise to prove that if r is a dense sub- 
group of R and if a group homomorphism n: f -+ R is order preserving, 
namely n(T+ ) c [0, + cc), then there is a c > 0 such that ~(1) = cl for all 
AEIY So an order isomorphism between two dense subgroups of R! is 
necessarily the multiplication by a positive number. 
The proof of this theorem will be presented later. 
For TC R, let W> be the collection of elements A E %‘r such that p(A) is 
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of trace class in A$. Let %O, be the collection of finite sums CA E r n ;. T;T 
with compactly supported coeffkients q1 E B,+ . Obviously G?Zb 2 @-. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let r and A be dense subgroups of R. Suppose that 
cp: gr+ W,, is an isomorphism. Then cp(%Zk) = 971 and there is a c > 0 such 
that 
for all A E %?k. 
TAdA)) = CTI-(A 1 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5. For any A E qr, 
lim PEr,P--t= IlAx co,pc) - A II = 0. 
Proof. For A E %?>, AQ,,+) = A if p is large enough. The lemma follows 
from the density of @- in qr. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let A > 0 be an element in K Since cp is an 
isomorphism, (P(x~~,~,) is a self-adjoint projection in W,,, and thus an 
element in Vi. Note that the density of f implies B,+ 3 C[O, 1-J. For any 
VIE CL-09 21, we have (cP(~~~,~,)* CP(~~~,~~))~‘* < (IlrlllZ, (P(x~~,~)))“* = 
II VI I cc dXp3,n,). Therefore (P(WCO,l,) E VI and I ~A(~(w~o,AJ) I G 
Ml cc r,,(~p(~r~,~.,)). Since AE~ is arbitrary, we conclude that for any com- 
pactly supported q E B,+, cp(q) E %?i and 
T,(dq)) = s,o,m, v(t) ddt), 
where ~1 is a a-finite, nonzero, nonnegative Bore1 measure on [0, co). 
Since TZ, TT = 1 for all 2~ T+, we have s,(cp(T,+qTZ,)) = 
T,(cp(T,tXco,w)?Xco,w)T’,))=T,((P(Xco,w, T’j.1 CP(T,ZXCO,~)) CP(V))=TA(CP(V)) 
if supp q c [0, 0). Therefore f q(t - A) dp(t) = l q(t) dp(t). From this it 
follows that there is a c > 0 such that dp( t) = c dt. 
Let~,~,,~,ErbesuchthatO~I,<~,and~,-~,<l~l.Thenitiseasy 
to see that x CAl,,tz) T,Txc>.~,A~) = 0. Therefore T~(~I(x~~,,~.~) T,+)) = 0. By the 
density of r in R, one concludes that for any compactly supported Bore1 
function v E B,+ and for any AE r\ {0}, r,(cp(vT,f )) =O. Hence for an 
element A E @-, we have q(A) E UL and t,,(q(A)) = CT,(A). 
Each nonnegative element A E%; can be approximated in norm by a 
sequence of nonnegative elements {A,,} c Y>. There is an M> 0 such that 
for any AEP, cP(Xco,j.)AnXco,>.)) G MV(Xco,i))- Note that (P(AXCo,l)) =
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&A) CP(XCO,$ E wi. Since IIx~~,~,~,x~~.~, - x , &~~,~,II -+ 0 as n-+ ~0, by 
the properties of the normal faithful trace rn, we have 
c+(X[o,%,~X[o,i.,) = n~m l m c7AX[0,%)AnX[0,%)) 
= !Lrnz 7”(cP(Xco,%,A”Xco.%,)) = 7,((P(XCo,%)AXCo,i.))). 
Let A = B* with B > 0, then (P(x~~,~,B) E $?:fl and 
~Acp(&co.i,B)) = d~(~pu.yQ~o.~~)) 
= c7&co,i.y4~co,~~) = cc-(&~o,~,B) 6 c7&4). 
Since I~~~(Bx~~,~,B)--~~(A)II -0 as L + cc (see Lemma 1.5) we have 
q(A) E V!, and 
7AdA)) = lim ~A(~~(BxKTAJB)) = lim c7AXco,j.,AXCo,l,) 
i. - cc I-m 
In what follows, the word ideal means norm closed two-sided ideal. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let r be a subgroup of R. 
(a) If 9 is a nonzero ideal in $, then 3 3 qr. Moreover, GZr is the 
only nonzero ideal in Fr which is a simple C*-algebra. 
(b) If 2 is a nonzero ideal in Yj-Q X, then f 3 qr@ X. Moreover, 
Vr@ X is the only nonzero ideal in J&Q X which is a simple C*-algebra. 
Proof (a) For this part, we use the proof of [9, Corollary] to reach a 
somewhat stronger conclusion. Suppose that 4 is a nonzero ideal in 9,. 
Then Iz H T: + 9 is an isometric representation of P. That Y is not (0) 
implies that this representation is not isomorphic to 1 H T,f . Therefore this 
new representation is unitary [9] and YJJJ is commutative. Hence 
3 =I %?,-. If 9 is also simple, then 9 = qr. 
(b) Let 9 be a nonzero ideal in &O X. Then f contains a nonzero 
element A @p, where A E & and p is a one-dimensional projection in Xx. 
Let YA be the ideal generated by A in J&. Then, by part (a), 
flYA@XxW,-@X. If % is also simple, then $=%‘=QX. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let us first prove that (i), (ii), (iv), (vi), and (vii) 
are equivalent. That (i) implies (ii) is the main result of [9]. Since an 
isomorphism cp: &. + YA necessarily takes W,- into W,, (iv) follows from 
(ii). By Theorem 1.4, (iv) implies (vi). That (vi) implies (vii) follows from 
Theorem 1.1. That (vii) implies (i) is trivial. 
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We next show that (ii), (iii), (v), and (iv) are equivalent. It is trivial that 
(iii) follows from (ii). 
(iii) -+ (v): Since both Yr and YA are unital C*-algebras, (iii) implies 
that Yr and YA are stably isomorphic [4]. That is, there is an isomorphism 
$: &@ X + YA 0 Xx. According to Lemma 1.6(b), +(%?,-0 X) = %?,, 0 37. 
(v) + (iv): Let {A,} c r+ be such that lim,, n 2, = +co. It is easy 
to see that e=C,“, , 2-“~r~,~,, is a strictly positive element in Vr [4]. 
Therefore, if ‘%‘,- and %,, are strongly Morita equivalent, they are stably 
isomorphic [4]. Since these algebras are stable (Proposition 1.2), they are 
isomorphic. 1 
2. THE COMPUTATION OF K,(&) 
As before, r will denote a subgroup of Iw. The conjugation by a T,, 
,J E f, is an automorphism on B,. In this way, each subgroup r, of r is 
identified with a group of automorphisms on B,. The C*-crossed product 
of B, by this group of automorphisms will be denoted by B, >a r,,. Let 
@r-J-, denote the C*-algebra generated by finite sums CiEr, vi, T, with 
V>. EB,. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any subgroup r, c I-, @r,la is isomorphic to B, x r,,. In 
particular Qr = Qr,= E B, x1 Il 
Proof: Recall that B, >a r, has a faithful representation on 
L*( IR x r,) = L*(W) 0 f*(r,,). On this space, B, >a r, contains B,( R x r,,), 
the collection of functions of B,@ C(T,) vanishing outside a compact set, 
as a dense subalgebra. The action of an a E B,( [w x r,) on a 5 E L*( [w x r,) 
is the convolution (a * <)(t, 1) = xpEr,, a(t, p) [(t - 1, A - p). The 
involution is given by a*(& 1) = a(t - 1, -1). For a finite sum A = 
CAE+lJ~~@IX) such that the coefficients ~j. are compactly supported, let 
t,b(A)(t, 2) = VA(t) E B,(R x r,). It is routine to verify that $ respects 
algebraic operations. It is also clear how to invert $ on B,(R x r,). 
Therefore the lemma will follow once we establish 11 $(A)11 = [IA 11. 
Let ( , ) denote the duality between r,,, equipped with the 
discrete topology, and fO. Let V: L’([w x r,) + L’(R) @ L2(p0) be such 
that ( VXtT 0) = Crero f(t, p)(p, a). For each o~ih, let A, = 
&rO( 2, a) vi. TA. Corresponding to the space decomposition L*(R) @ 
L2(fo) = Jpo 0 L*(R) dm(a), we have V$(A) = JfO @ A, dm(o) V. It now 
suffices to show that IlAll = llA,il for all air,. 
On L*(R), define (M,f)(t) = e*“‘“‘f(t). We have M,T,M,* = e21rUsTn. 
If we view f0 as the Bohr compactification [22] of r,,, the line R is 
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embedded in p0 in such a way that (A, s) = eZnJas for 1 E r, and SE R. 
Hence M,A,M,* =Aofs. The density of R in f0 now guarantees that 
ll4ll = IIAII. I 
Given subgroups r, and fI of r, r, acts as a group of automorphisms 
on B, >a r,: rl acts on B, by translating the independent variable and on 
the automorphism group r, of B, trivially. Therefore one has the C*- 
crossed product (B, XI r,) >Q r,. When r,, n I-, = CO), it is clear that 
(B,x r,,) x f,gBB,>a (f,+T,)r(B,X r,) >a r,. As a matter of fact 
these isomorphisms are spatially implemented by the unitary operator that 
natural identities L2(R)@12(r0)@12(r,) with L2(R)O12(T,, + r,). The 
algebra B, >Q f, will henceforth be regarded as one on L2(R) and the 
symbol used in place of @r4r0. 
Let C,(R) denote the collection of continuous functions on R vanishing 
at infinity. For a dense subgroup r of R, C,(R) is contained in B,. 
Therefore the C*-crossed product C,(R) >a f,, which is the norm closure of 
finite sums {I,,, aiT,: uI E C,(R)}, is contained in B, M r,. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any subgroup r of R, dense or otherwise, 
(~i-)*(&(Co(~) >Q 0) = r. 
Proof For this proof, we consider C,(R) M r as a subalgebra of J+$ on 
L2( R) 0 Z*(r). Let (Ff )(s) = JR e ‘““‘f(t) dt be the Fourier transform from 
L2(lQ) to L*(R). Let F: /*(r)+L’(f) be the Fourier transform (F<)(o)= 
xi..,-t(I)(n,a). Then 90F is a unitary operator from L2(R)@Z2(T) 
onto L2( fi) @ L*(f). Let I/: L2( R) 0 L*(p) + L*( 68) 0 L*(f) be such that 
( Vf )(t, a) = f(t, 0 + t), where the action of I?! on p is dual to that of r on R 
(see Appendix). Simple calculation shows that U(C,(R) M ZJ U* = 
C(f) >Q lf$ where U = V*(9 OF). The trace rf on U.&U* is usually 
normalized in such a way that for a E C,(fx R), r?(a) = Jf a(x, 0) dm(x), 
where dm is the Haar measure on f with a total mass 1. By the work of 
A. Connes [S], we have (~~),(K,(C(~) >Q R)) = f (see Appendix). On the 
other hand, it is easy to verify that z,(A)=zt(UAU*). i 
The following is the key theorem of the paper; it is absolutely indispen- 
sable to the computation of the range of K,(%,-) under the trace map. The 
computation of K,(%,-) also hinges on this theorem. For a nonunital C*- 
algebra B, we denote by Bt the C*-algebra obtained from B by adjoining 
an identity. For a unital C*-algebra A, GL,(A) denotes the collection of 
invertible elements in A @ M,. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let r be a dense subgroup of IR and let F, be a subgroup 
of K For any A E GL,((B, >a I-,,)?), there is a continuous function t H g, E 
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(B, x Z-,) 0 M,, 0 < r < 1, such that g, = 0, A - g, E GL,((C,(R) >a &,)+), 
and A - g, E GL,((B, >Q To)+) for all t E [0, 11. Hence the inclusion 
i: C,(R) >a Z, -+ B, >Q Z, induces a surjective group homomorphism 
i,: K,(C,(R) X Z,) + K,(B, >Q Z’,). 
The proof of this theorem is rather technical and will be deferred until 
the next section. 
LEMMA 2.4. For an a E Z, let (T,), be the isomorphism on K,( B, >a f,) 
and on K,(C,(R) >a Z,) induced by A H T,(A)= T,AT-,. Then for any 
element a in K,(B, >a Z,) or in K,(C,(R) >Q Z,), (T,),(a) = a. 
Proof: For any a E (C,(R) ~1 r,) 0 M,, t H (T,, 0 Z,)(a) is a con- 
tinuous function from R into (C,(R) >Q r,) @ M,. If a is a projection, this 
function provides a continuous path of projections joining a and 
(T,@Z,,)(a). Therefore (T,), equals the identity on K,(C,(R) >Q Z,). For 
an element a E GL,((C,(R) >a ro)+), the same function becomes a con- 
tinuous path of invertibles joining a and (T,@Z,)(a). Thus (T,), also 
equals the identity on Kl(C,(lR) x r,). That (T,), equals the identity on 
K,(B, x r,,) follows from the last conclusion and Theorem 2.3. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Z,, be a subgroup of Z. Then 
&tBr x rd = i,t&tB,)) + i,t&tCd~) >Q rdh 
where i is the natural inclusion map. 
Proof Note that if r, is expressed as the inductive limit lim r(n) of a - 
sequence of subgroups f Cl ) c r(*) c . . . c r(“) c . . . c r,, then B, XI Z, is 
the inductive limit of C*-algebras B, N Z (n). Therefore, it suffices to prove 
this theorem under the additional assumption that r,, = Za, + . . . + Za, 
for aI, . . . . aN linearly independent over the rational numbers. For such a 
finitely generated r,, we may use induction to prove the theorem. We 
assume, as an induction hypothesis, that the theorem holds true for a sub- 
group r, of I’,,. We must show that for any a E r, such that r, n Za = (01, 
the statement also holds true for r1 + Za. By the induction hypothesis, it 
suflices to prove that K,,(Br >Q (Z, + Za)) = K,((B, x Z’,) XI Za) is 
generated by i,(KJB,- >a r,)) and i,(K,( (C,( R) >Q Z,) >Q Za)). For the sake 
of convenience, let us write B for B, >a ri and C for C,(R) >a r, _ 
To complete the proof, we need the Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term 
K-theory exact sequence for the crossed product. The sequence was 
originally derived for unital C*-algebras in [ 181. Using his Thorn 
isomorphism for C*-dynamical systems, A. Connes proved in [S] (also see 
[ 161) that the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence also holds for nonunital 
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C*-algebras. (A careful diagram chasing of the original sequence also yields 
the same conclusion.) So for our nonunital C*-algebra B and C, we have a 
commutative diagram 
. ..A K,(B)& K,(Bxl Ha+ K,(B) Id.-(Td, . . . 
i*T ;*T i*T . ..- K&+-b K()(C>a ZrY")-p, K,(C) 'd*-(Tm)* * '... 
where the rows are exact sequences and the vertical arrows natural 
inclusions. Given an EE K,,( B >a Zcr), 6(E) E K,(B). By Theorem 2.3, there is 
a UE K,(C) such that i,(u) = 6(E). By Lemma 2.4, 6: K,(C >Q Ha) -+ K,(C) 
is an onto map. Therefore u = 6(F) for some FE K,,(C >a Zcc). But 
6(E-i,(F))=6(E)-6(i,(F))=6(E)-i,(6(F))=6(E)-i,(o)=O. Hence 
E- i,(F) E tJ&(B)). I 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the theorem we have just proved, 
(~,h+.(&(Br >Q r)) = (~r),(i,(&(B,))) + (~,),(WG(Gd~) >Q 0)). BY 
Lemma 2.2, the second term of the above is ZY It is obvious that 
(~,),(&(Br)) = I-, I 
Let us now compute K,(Wr). On R, let e(t) = (t - i)/(t + i). Then e is an 
element in GL,((C,(R))t). Therefore for any Tc R, there is an element 
[e] E K,(C,(R) >Q r). Let b E r be a positive number. The Pimsner- 
Voiculescu exact sequence tells us that K,( C,( R) x Z/I) = K,( C,( R)) = Z[e] 
and K,(C,(R) M Zg) z Z. Let pg E K,,( C,( IR) >Q h/3) be such that 
6(p,) = [e], where 6: K,(C,(R) >Q Z/I) + Ki(C,(R)) comes from the six- 
term exact sequence. Then K,(CO(R) >a Z/I) = Zps and, by Lemma 2.2, 
(Tr)*(P/d = P. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let r be a dense subgroup of IF! such that 
r contains two elements linearly independent over the rational 
numbers. (2.1) 
For any subgroup r, c r, the inclusion 
is injective and the kernel of 
is h[e]. 
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Proof: Let us first treat the case where the group r satisfies 
r=CnEA Zcc, where A is a set of numbers linearly indepen- 
dent over the rational numbers and Card A 3 2. (2.2) 
In this case, we may once again assume that r, is a finitely generated sub- 
group of f, i.e., r, = z:,, s Za, where S is a finite subset of A, and use the 
mathematical induction to complete the proof. The theorem obviously 
holds true for the trivial subgroup (0). Assume that the theorem holds true 
for a subgroup f1 =CaES, Za, S, c S, of r,. Let /?ES\S,, then 
rl n .Z/? = {O}. Since h/? = Z( - p), we may assume b>O. Let us again 
write C for C,(R) M f,. It suffices to verify the theorem for 
i,: K,(C M Z/?) + K,(Qr). Denote rP = CIGA,ZfP Za and B, = B, >a ro, 
Then @r = B, >a Z/l. 
To prove the injectivity of i,: K,(C >a Zp) -+ Ko(@,-) = K,(B, X Z/3), let 
us use the commutative diagram 
. ..- Ko(B8+ K,(B+Z&+ K,(B& -0 
j*T j*T 1. .I 
O- K,(C) L K,(Cx Z/l) A K,(C) - 0, 
where the rows are the six-term exact sequences for the respective crossed 
products. The zeros in this diagram are obtained from Lemma 2.4. Suppose 
E E K,(C >a Zb) is such that i,(E) = 0 in K,( B, x Zfi). Then in K,(Bp), 
i,(d(E)) = 6(i,(E)) = 0. Hence i,(d(E)) = 0 in K,(@,-). By the induction 
hypothesis, there is an m E Z such that 6(E) =m[e] in K,(C). Since 
pp~Ko(Co(R)>aZg) (cK,(CMZb)), in K,(C) we have 6(E-mpp)= 
m[e] - m[e] = 0. Hence E - mpa = i,(G) for some GE K,(C). Because 
i+(E) = 0 in K,( B, x Z/l), we have 0 = (z,),(i,(E)) = (t,),(E) = 
(t,),(G) + m/?. By Lemma 2.2, (z,),(G) E (t,),(K,( C)) = r, . That 
r, n E/3 = (0) implies that m = 0. Hence E = i,(G). Since i,: K,(C) + 
Ko(BB >a Zfl) = Ko(gr) is injective (induction hypothesis), G = 0. Therefore 
i,: K,(C >Q E/?) -+ K,(B, >a iz/?) is injective. 
To identify the kernel of i,: K, (C x Z/l) + K,( B, >Q Zfi) = K,(gr), we 
need the commutative diagram 
O- K,(B&+ K,(B, >a HP)& K,(B,,)- ... 
i*T ;*T ‘* T 
0- K,(C) -& K,(C>a Zg) .a_, K,(C) - 0, 
where the rows are exact sequences. Since B, is a commutative AF-algebra, 
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the class [e] equals 0 in K,(B,). Let u E K,(C >a Z/?) be such that i,(u) = 0 
in K,(B, >a Z/?). Then the index Y(U) of u equals zero in K,(C), for, by the 
induction hypothesis, i,: K,(C) + K,,(%‘t-) is injective, therefore so is 
i,: K,(C) -+ K,(BB), and i,(Y(u))= #(i,(u)) = 0. Therefore U= i*(y) for 
some u E K,(C). In the group K,(B, >a Z/I), we have i*(u) = i,(u) =O. Thus 
the induction hypothesis tells us that v =m[e] for some ~EH. Hence 
u = m[e]. 
Let us now consider the case where r satisfies only (2.1) but not 
necessarily (2.2). Let CZE K,(C,(!R) >a r) be such that i*(a) =0 in Kj(@,-), 
j = 0, 1. It is easy to see that there is a finitely generated subgroup r of r 
with at least two generators such that a= i,(aO) for some 
a0 E_K~(C~(IR) >a p) and, under the inclusion map from K,(C,,(lR) >Q F) into 
K,(%?r), i,(a,) = 0. Since F is necessarily a group satisfying (2.2), by what 
we have proved, a, is either 0 or m[e] depending on the subscript j. 1 
We next consider the case r= Zcc + Zfi. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a and /I be linearly independent over the rational 
numbers. Then 
(z Za + zg)*: fW%, + & z K&& + & --) Ea + U 
is a group isomorphism. For any positive 1~ Za + Z/I, there exists a 
~1 E Ko(C@) w @a + U)) such that CXCO,AJ = i&J in &(@z,+z,). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume a= 1. Since 
K,(C,(R) >a Z) = K,(C,(R)) = E[e], Theorem 2.3 says that K1(BZ+za >Q Z) 
= (0). Hence i,: K,(B,+,8) + Ko(Bz+Za x Z) and i,: K,(B,+,p >a Z) + 
Ko(Bz+zp x (H + Z/I)) are surjective. Every self-adjoint projection E in 
B z+Zg@ M, can be approximated by self-adjoint projection UEO U* such 
that U is a unitary in (B, +ZB)t 0 M, and E, is a diagonal matrix whose 
nonzero entries are characteristic functions. Therefore in KO( B, + zp >a 
(a + ao)? lIEI = rx Co,mur,)(E)J~ This P roves that the trace map is an 
isomorphism from K0 into R. The second assertion of the lemma follows 
from the first and the fact that (r,+,p),(KO(C,,(R) >a (h + hj?))) = 
z+zg. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let F be a dense subgroup of [w satisfying (2.1). Then 
i,: K,(C,,( 58) X F) + K,(@,-) z KO(qr-) 
and 
i,: Kl(C,(R) >Q T)/Z[e] -. K,(@r.)r K,(‘&,) 
are isomorphisms. 
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ProoJ: That the second map is an isomorphism follows from 
Theorem 2.3 and 2.6. By Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, it suffices to show 
that for any PE C P > 0, CX~~,~,I E i,(K,(CO(rW) >a r)). Since r satisfies 
(2.1), there exists an c1 E r such that CI and p are linearly independent 
over the rational numbers. By Lemma 2.7, the equivalence class of ~r~,~) 
in Ko(Bza + HP x (ZM + Z/I)) = K,(&,+ z8) belongs to the range of 
i,: KO(C,(rW) >a (ZU + Z/I)) --, K,(@zz+,,). So follows the conclusion. 1 
Remark. Although there are no canonical isomorphisms between @r 
and V,, Proposition 1.2 reveals that the inclusion i: %‘,- --f %?= induces a 
canonical isomorphism i,: K,(gr) + K,(@,-) at the K-theory level. It is in 
this sense that Corollary 2.8 is regarded as the computation of K,(Ce,). 
Specializing the corollary to r= Zcr, + . . . + Zcln, where CI~, . .. . c(,, are 
linearly independent over the rationals and n 2 2, one obtains that KO(Wr) 
is the direct sum of 2” ~ ’ copies of i2 whereas that number for K,(Wr) is one 
less. Therefore for this kind of r with n 2 3, (5,-)*: K,(Ce,) + iw is not 
injective. 
Corollary 2.8 takes care of the K-theory of %?= so long as r is not order 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the rational numbers. A moment of reflection 
tells us that the results of Corollary 2.8 actually hold true for any dense 
subgroup of Iw. For example, when r= Q, the collection of rational num- 
bers, we have K,(9ZQ) = (0) and (zo)*: K,J+&) + Q is a group isomorphism. 
This is because one can write Q as the inductive limit l&r B/n! and do the 
same for %o accordingly. We leave the details to the reader. 
3. THE SURJECTIVITY OF THE MAP BETWEN THE K,-GROUPS 
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.3. We start our proof with 
a few technical lemmas. 
Recall that @ r,rO = B, >Q r,, is the norm closure of finite sums xi.= ,-0 q1 Tj. 
with vi. E B,. Every A E (@,-)+ @ M, has a Fourier series A = 
C,.,-q,(T,@Z,,), where ql~ B,OA4, for 1#0 and v~E(B,)+@M,. The 
Fourier coefficients qA can be obtained in the following way: lim,, m 11~~ - 
(1/2S) jSs II~,A(T-~,@Z,,) M,* dsjl =0 [2, 71, where (MJ)(t)=e2”‘“tf(t) 
for f~ L*( [w). Hence we have 
LEMMA 3.1. For A=~j.Er~j(Ti.OI,)~(BrX1 T)+OM,, llyl~ll < IIAII. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given a positive integer n and an N > 0, there is an absolute 
constant c(n, N) > 0 satisfying the following. For any 2n-tuple {d:, . . . . d,+, 
d;, . . . . d,- } contained in the disc D, = {w E C: (WI < N}, there are an s = 
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s(d:, . . . . d,f, d,, . . . . d,- ) E [0, 11 and two continuousfunctions u, u: [0, 1 ] + @ 
such thatu(O)=u(O)=O, u(l)=u(l)=l, Ilull,=lIull,=l, andsuch that 
jo, 1 -&) d.+ 1 “(% N, 
J 
and 
$, l-(l-f)u(r)d+c(n’N) I 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
for all t E [0, 11. 
Proof: We first claim that there exists an absolute constant B(n, N) > 0 
such that for any {d,+, . . . . d,f, d;, . . . . d; > c D,, there is an s = s(dT, . . . . d,+, 
d,, . . . . d,y ) E [0, I] satisfying 
fi [(1 -sdif)(l -(l -s)d;)] aB(n, N). 
J=I 
(3.3) 
For otherwise, there would be {dck, . . . . dzk, dl.k, . . . . dnyk} c D, such 
that max,,,,, In;=,[(l -sd,t,)(l -(l -s)dG)]) <l/k. Passing to a 
convergent <&sequence of { {d&, . . . . dnfk, dck, . . . . dnrk} p= i, one would 
find a tuple {d[,, . . . . d,J*, d;,, . . . . d;,} in D, such that 
maxoGSSl In;=,[(l-sdlJ(1 -(l -s)dJy*)]( =O. This contradiction 
guarantees the existence of such a B(n, N). 
By (3.3), we have, for this s=s(d,+, . . . . d,+, d;, . . . . d;)E [0, l] and for 
j= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
I 1 - sdJ? I > 6 and Il-(1-s)dJ~t (3.4) 
where 6 = 6(n, N) = B(n, N)/( 1 + N)2n. For this pair of n and N, fix a 
8 = Qn, N) E (0, 742) such that the disc D,,, = {w E @: 11 - WI <d/2} is con- 
tained in the interior of the circle {e-“‘w: 11 - WI = S} whenever e E [0, 01. 
Let d be the distance between 1 and the sector S= {w = ret: r > 0, 
pE[-rr, -8/2(n+l)]u[B/2(n+l),n]}. Let c(n, N) = max { (2/a)“, 
(l/d)“}. W e s a now construct the functions u and u. h 11 
Write sd,? as rjei$, rj 2 0, 8, E C-n, z), j= 1, . . . . n. Since there are only n 
0;s one of the intervals (0, 13/(n + 1)), (e/(n + l), 28/(n + 1 )), . . . . 
(ne/(n+ l), 0) does not contain any 0,. Suppose that (ktI/(n + l), 
((k + 1 )/(n + 1)) e), 0 < k < n, is such an interval. Let &, = 
(2k + 1) 0/2(n + l), the midpoint of that interval. It is clear that {se ~ ‘@d:, 
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. . . . se PrOodn+ } is conta ined in the sector S defined in the last paragraph. 
Therefore for any r > 0, 
,ij,(l- 
sr exp( - 8,) dJ? ) ~ ’ < (l/d)” d c(n, N). (3.5) 
Equation (3.4) says that {sd:, . . . . sd,+ > is contained in the exterior of the 
circle {w: ]w - 11 =S}. Therefore for any t E [0, O,] c [0,19], {seC”d:, . . . . 
se -“d,+ } is contained in the exterior of D,,, . Hence if t E [0, (I,], 
jfj, (l-se -“d,+)-1 <(2/J)“<@, N). (3.6) 
Now (3.5) and (3.6) guarantee that (3.1) is satisfied by the function 
u(t) = 2t exp( - 8,) tE co, 41 
=exp(-i2(1-2)8,), t E [4, 11. 
The construction of u is similar and will be omitted. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given any positive integer n and any N > 0, there is an 
absolute constant M(n, N) 20 satisfying the following. For any X+, 
X- EM, such that /IX+ 11 d N and IIX- )I <N, there exist an s = 
s(X’, X-)E [0, l] and continuous functions u, u: [0, l] -+@ such that 
u(O)=u(O)=O, u(l)=u(l)=l, Il~l/~=IIull~=l, l-su(t)X+, and 
1 - (1 - s) u(t) X- are invertible for all t E [0, 11, and such that 
11(1 -su(t)X’)-‘11 <M(n, N) and 11(1-(1-s)u(t)X~)~‘ll6M(n,N) 
for all tE [0, 11. 
Proof: There is an absolute constant K(n) such that for any invertible 
element AEM,, IIA-‘Ij <K(n) llAljnp’/ldet Al. Applying Lemma 3.2 to the 
eigenvalues d:, . . . . d,’ of X+ and d;, . . . . d; of X-, one finds M(n, N) = 
K(n)(l + N)“-’ c(n, N) will do. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It suffices to consider a finite sum A = 
C~.,~~,(T~,OZ,)EGL,((B~>Q rdt), where vOE(B,)~OM, and rl~~ 
B,@ M, for 1# 0. We may also assume that each ql has at most a finite 
number of jump discontinuities, that every discontinuity is contained in r, 
and that if x is a discontinuity of v~, then there is an E = E(X) > 0 such that 
ql, an M,-valued function on R, is constant on [X-E(X), x) and on 
cx, x + 4x)). 
Let FA be the collection of the discontinuities of vi. Since there are only a 
finite number of nonzero 111)s and since each FA is a finite set if not empty, 
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we may once again use induction, on the cardinality of UAE r0 Fn, to 
complete the proof. It suffices to show that for each XE F,, there is a 
continuous function t of, E B,0 M,, 0 6 t d 1, such that d(supp f,, 
F,\(x))>O,f,=O, A-ff,(T,@Z,,)~GL,((Br~ r,,)?) for all TV [O, l],f, is 
continuous on W\{x}, and such that vi -f, is continuous at x. 
Let XE F,, be given. Let N= (1 + 2 I/A I[)( 1 + 2 IIA ~’ II). There exists a 
finite sum B=(T_,,OZ,)~+C,._,,(T,OZ,)~,EGL,(B~>Q Zo)+ such 
that AB = 1 + 0, where 
1 
l’oll ‘4(1 +2 lIA-‘II NM(n, IV))‘ 
Here, M(n, N) is the absolute constant for the pair n and N provided by 
Corollary 3.3. We may assume that there is an E, > 0 such that b is a 
constant bp on [X-E,, x) and a constant b+ on [x, x+E,). By the 
assumption on A, there is an s2 > 0 such that 9 j.O equals a constant q ~ on 
[x-s2,x)andaconstantvf on [x,x+~~).Leth=(T,,@Z,)B=b+B,, 
where B,=C i.# -i,(Ti+&Ozn) 5;: s’ mce B, has only a finite number of 
terms, and each term has a nontrivial translation, there is an Ed > 0 such 
that fB, g = 0 whenever 5 gc B,@ M, have supports contained in some 
[a - sj, a + ~~1. We first show that if fe B,@M, is supported in such an 
interval and if 1 - bf is invertible in (B,)+ 0 M,, then 1 -f (T,, 0 Z,) B = 
1 - fd is invertible. Indeed 
(l-@)(l+f(l-bf)-‘B) 
=(l-fb-fB,)(l+f(l-bf)p’b+f(l-bf)plB,) 
=l-fb+fh+fB,-fB,=l 
and 
(1 +f(l -bf)-’ &(l -fh) 
=(1+f(1-bf)~‘b+f(1-bf)-‘&)(1-fb-fB,) 
=l-jb-fB,+Jb-f(l-bf)-lbfB,+f(l-bf)~lB, 
=l+f[(l-bf)~‘-l-(l-bf)-lbf]BB,=l. 
Here, we used the fact that in a Banach algebra, if 1 - pq is invertible then 
sois l-qpandp(l-qp)-l=(l-~q))lp.Because(A-f(T,,@Z,))B = 
l+o-f(T,,@Z,)B = l-fh+o = (l-fB)[l+(l+f(l-bf)-‘8)o], 
A - f(T,@Z,,) has an inverse 
(A-f(T,~Z,))~‘=B[l+(l+f(i-bf)~‘~)o]-’(l+f(l-bf)-‘~) 
(3.8) 
provided 1 - bf and 1 + (1 + f( I- bf )- ’ B) (T are invertible. 
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Let X+ =b+(q+ -q-) and XP =b-(q- -q+). Lemma 1.1 tells us that 
llbll < llBl[ (~2 IIA-‘ll) and IIyl&ll < JIA(I. Therefore we have I(X+(I <N and 
IIX-(I QN. Let s=s(X+, X-), and u(t) and u(t) be the number and the 
continuous functions for A’+, X- provided by Corollary 3.3. Then 
~-su(z)!I+(~+-~-) and l-(l-~)u(t)b-(q--q+) are invertible and, 
by that corollary, 
ll(1 -SU(t)b+(rl+ -yI-))r’II dM(n, NJ (3.9) 
and 
~~(l-(l-S)U(t)b~(~~-~+))~‘II~M(n,N) (3.10) 
for all t E [0, 11. 
Let s4 >O be such that [x- s4, x + s4] does not contain any discon- 
tinuity of qAO other than x. Let E = min{e,, E*, Q, c4}/2. (We need this s4 to 
make sure that the function to be constructed below does not destroy the 
constancy of vi0 near other possible discontinuities, a necessary measure for 
keeping the induction going.) Define 
ft(r)=u(~(~--++E)lE)(l -SW -VI+), x-e<r<x 
=u(t(x+&-r)/&)S(Fy+ -q-), x<r<x+c 
= 0, r$ [x-&,x+&). 
Thus for t E [0, 11, 
b(r)f,(r)=u(t(r-x+&)/&)(1-s)b-(q--q+), x--E<r<x 
=24(t(X+E-r)/E)Sb+(tj+ -tj-), x<r<x+.z 
= 0, r+! [x-&,x+&). 
By (3.9) and (3.10), 1 - bf, is invertible in (B,)+ @ M, and [I( 1 - bf,)-‘11 Q 
M(n, N) for all t E [0, 11. Hence by (3.7), 
ll(1 +f,(l -wfr’ @alI G Ild(l + IILII wn, NJ 11~11) 
d Iloll(1 +2 llA-‘li NM@, N))<i. 
(3.11) 
Since f, is supported in [s -6, x + E] c [X-Q, x + Ed], f,B, g = gB,f, = 0 
if g is supported in the same interval. This and (3.8) and (3.11) together 
imply that A -f,( T&@Z,,) is invertible for all t E [0, 11. By the properties 
of u and u (see Corollary 3.3),f0 = 0 and x is the only possible discontinuity 
off, when t E (0, 11. We also have 
fl(x+O)=~fi~+ofl(r)=s(rl+ -v) 
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Therefore f,(x +0)-f,(x-0) = q+ -‘I- = qlO(x + 0)- q&(x-0). Hence 
qi.,-fi is continuous at x. This concludes our proof. 1 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In this section we present a variant on the unit circle of what we have 
done on R in the previous sections. The following are what we assume for 
the rest of the section. The unit circle T’ is identified with W/Z = {t + Z: 
t E [0, l)}. r will be a dense subgroup of R containing Z. Therefore T/Z is 
regarded as a subgroup of T’ in a natural way. We denote by C, the 
C*-algebra generated by characteristic functions x~~,,~~), ;1,,1, E Tn [0, 1 ), 
on T’. For any 1+ Z E T’, let u1 denote the rotation operator (uj,f)(t) = 
f((r - 1) mod Z), 0 < t < 1, on L*( T’), which is a unitary. For each 1 E T/Z, 
the conjugation by Us is an automorphism of C,. This identifies T/h with a 
group of automorphisms of C,. The C*-crossed product of C, by this 
group of automorphisms will be denoted by C, >a (T/H). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let & = x~~,~,. Then on [0, 1)~ T’, EoG?ZrE, is the C*- 
algebra generated by C, and { uj,: 1 E T/Z }. 
Remark. In the case r= Z + Zcr, where tl is irrational, this fact was first 
observed by I. Putnam. He then identified E,gz +LIEo with the crossed 
product C, + z1 >Q Za, which as we shall see can be done for any r 
containing h. This identification allowed him to make connection between 
%? B +La and his work on the crossed product of C( T’) by a Denjoy 
homeomorphism of the circle [ 191. Applying the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact 
sequence to CL+Z1 x hcc, he was able to compute K,(gz + *J and to obtain 
the range of K,(%$ + Zr ) under the trace map. Going one step further along 
this line, one can apply the exact sequence for a second time to obtain 
that KO(~~++La+iZB)~~KO(CH+Za+LB)Q (Za+Z~))zZHOZOZO and 
~*WoWz+za+r~ )) = h + Za + a/?. At this point, however, one’s luck runs 
out. Without using Theorem 2.3, for example, we do not even know how to 
compute K,(%& + Za + zs) ( z K,(C, + Za + zs >a (Zo: + Zg))), much less the 
range of K,(‘is,) under the trace map for r whose rank is greater than 3. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Obviously E,%,-E, I C,-. For any 1 E Tn [0, 1) 
and fE L*[O, l), we have ((T~Xco.l-~)+ T>-,xclp~,l,)f)(t)= 
f((t-1)mod Z). This shows that T,Xco,l-j.,+ Tj.~,Xcl-j,,1,=uj. and, 
therefore, E,+ZrE,, contains the C*-algebra generated by C, and 
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{uk: AE~/Z}. On the other hand, we have u~~~,,~~~= T,x~~,,~~,= 
&,T,& for I E Tn [0, 1) and E, T,E, = 0 for ), 2 1. Hence the C*-algebra 
generated by C, and (gA: AE~/Z} also contains E,W,-E,. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. The crossed product C,- x (T/Z) is isomorphic to the 
C*-algebra generated by C, and {uA: 1-e r/Z}. Therefore Eo%‘,-E, z 
C, >Q (r/Z). Moreover, C,- >a (T/Z) is a simple F-algebra with a unique 
trkial state. 
Proof It is clear that the C*-algebra generated by C, and 1~~: i E r/Z} 
is a representation of C, x (r/Z) on L’(T’). That these algebras are 
isomorphic will follow once we show that C, x (T/Z) is a simple algebra. 
Because of the density of T/Z in T’, there are no r/Z-invariant functions in 
C,. Therefore C, contains no r/Z-invariant ideals. Since rJZ acts on T’ 
freely, and since the unit circle fibers the maximal ideal space of C,, the 
action of r/Z on the latter is also free. In the case r is countable, therefore 
C, >a (r/Z) is separable, the simplicity of the algebra follows from a 
theorem of E. Effros and F. Hahn [ 111. For an arbitrary r, suppose J is a 
nonzero ideal of C, xi (T/Z). Let A E J be a nonzero element. Using 
approximation, one sees that there exists a countabie subgroup r,, of r 
containing Z such that A E C, >Q (r,/Z) when the latter is identified with a 
subalgebra of C, >Q (r/Z). We thus obtain a nonzero ideal 
J n (C, >a (r,/Z)) in C, XI (r&J). By the theorem cited above, J contains 
the unit of C, >a (T,,/Z) and, therefore, that of C, >Q (r/Z). This proves the 
simplicity of C, >a (r/Z). 
Let z be a tracial state on C, >a (T/Z) and let tr be the natural trace on 
X. By the first half of the theorem and Proposition 1.2, z @ tr becomes a 
trace on V:,, which, according to the proof of Theorem 1.4, is a constant 
multiple of the trace s,-. The fact that r is a state implies that constant is 1. 
Hence r@tr is unique and so is r. 1 
Combining Theorems 1.1, 1.4, and 4.2 and Proposition 1.2, we have 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let T be the tracial state on C, >a (T/Z). Then 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let r and A be dense subgroups of R containing H. 
Then C, M (r/Z) and C, >a (A/Z) are isomorphic if and only if r = A. 
Proof: The “if” part is trivial. The “only if” part follows from 
Corollary 4.3 and the fact that the tracial states on these algebras are 
unique. 1 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let r and A be dense subgroups of [w containing E. 
Then C, >a (T/Z) and C, M (A/Z) are strongly Morita equivalent if and only 
if cT=A for some c>O. 
Proof The “if” part follows from Theorems 1.3 and 4.2 and 
Proposition 1.2. Suppose, conversely, that there is an isomorphism 
$: (C,X (T/Z))@X+(C, >Q (T/H))@X. Let r,, be the tracial state on 
C, >a (/i/Z). Then (r,, 0 tr)o Ic/ induces a tracial, positive functional on 
C, >a (T/Z), which is necessarily a constant multiple of the tracial state. 
The “only if” part follows now from Corollary 4.3. 1 
The K-theory of C, x (T/Z) can be computed in the exactly the same 
way as we did that of G!?r =B, >a f. For example, the map i,: K,(C( T’) M 
(r/Z)) + K,(C, >a r/Z)) is always surjective. Although C, x (r/Z) is 
strongly Morita equivalent to @r and, as we shall prove later, C( T’) x1 
(T/Z) is strongly Morita equivalent to C,( [w) >Q f, this surjectivity does not 
follow directly from Theorem 2.3. But the proof of that theorem can be 
repeated almost word for word for the unit circle case. Duplicating the 
other theorems of Section 2 for C, XI (T/Z), one obtains the following 
result. Let r 2 Z + C, E A Za be such that Card A > 1 and such that 1 and A 
are linearly independent over the rational numbers, then the map 
i: C( T’) x (T/Z) + C, >Q (r/Z) induces isomorphisms 
i,: KAC(T’) >Q (f’/Z)) -, KdCr ~1 (Uz)) 
and 
i,: K,(C(T’) x (W))I~t-vl --+ K,(Ci- >Q (V)), 
where u(t) = e2”‘, 0 < t < 1. 
Having classified C, XI (T/Z) up to strong Morita equivalence, it would 
seem odd if the same classification problem for the simpler algebra 
C( T’) >a (T/Z) were to be left unsolved. For that reason, we shall deviate 
somewhat from our theme to give such a classification. There have been 
results on that classification problem under various restrictions on f, 
starting, of course, with the work of M. Rieffel [21]. For our result, the 
only assumption needed on r is that it is dense in OX. 
Conjugating C( T’) >a (T/Z) by a unitary similar to the operator U in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2, one obtains the dual crossed product C(r?) >Q Z, 
which is the C*-algebra associated with the minimal rotation of Z on i$. 
Conversely, any C*-algebra associated with a minimal rotation on a 
compact abelian group arises in this fashion [20]. These algebras have 
been classified up to their isomorphism classes in [ 17, 201. 
Let xr denote the character of T/H such that Xr(t + Z) = e’““. We shall 
drop the subscript of xr whenever possible. The multiplication by x gives 
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rise to a homeomorphism on r$?, which will be denoted by the same letter. 
The automorphism of C(r@) induced by x will also be denoted by the 
same letter. Using this homeomorphism, one builds a suspension S,= 
(Gb w-3 where the equivalence relation N is such that (cr, t + 1) - 
(~0, t), u E r$?, t E Iw. Let [a, t] denote the equivalence class of (g, t) in the 
space. Then cc,([o, t])= [o, t+s], SE [w, is the flow of x built under the 
constant function 1. Let C(S,) x [w be the crossed product of C(S,) by this 
flow. It is well known that C(@?) >Q, Z is strongly Morita equivalent to 
C(S,) >Q iw [ 121. Recall that we use + to denote the group operation on Z? 
The Bohr compactification of r embeds [w into f as a subgroup, thereby 
inducing a flow on the space. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let $( [a, t])(l) = a(A + Z) exp(2&A), [a, t] E S,, A E f. 
Then II/ is an equivariant homeomorphism from S, onto i! 
Proof Since [w is embedded in f in such a way that (s, 1.) = exp(2rrisA) 
for any s E iw and I E r, the equivariance is self-evident from the definition 
of Ic/. So we only need to show that $ is a homeomorphism. It is routine to 
verify that $ respects the equivalence relation - and, therefore, is well 
defined. Ic/ is obviously continuous. Given a 6 E f, there is a t6 E [0, 1) such 
that 6(n) = exp(2kt,n) for all n E Z. Define a,(A) = s(A) exp( -2nit,A), 
I E ZY Since a&(n) = 1 for all n E Z, g6 naturally becomes a character on r/Z. 
Let ~$6) = Co,, la]. It is routine to verify that q is an inverse of $. This 
proves the bijectivity of $. 1 
The equivariant map II/ induces an isomorphism between C(S,) >a [w and 
C(f) ~1 [w. Therefore we have 
COROLLARY 4.7. C(j;?) >Q, Z is strongly Morita 
C(f) >a ox 
equivalent to 
LEMMA 4.8. Let r and A be dense subgroups of R. Then C(P) >Q R and 
C(A) x Iw are isomorphic if r and A are order isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose that A = CT with c>O. The order isomorphism 
7~: A-+ CA induces a dual homeomorphism rc*: /i + f. It is easy to verify 
that for OEA and te [w, ~,(a+ t)= n*(o) + ct. This scaledly equivariant 
homeomorphism between the two flows induces an isomorphism from 
C(A) >a R onto C(f) >a K?. 1 
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T~~o~z4.9. Let r an% be dense subgroups of R, both containing Z. 
Then C(I’/h) >axr Z and C(A/Z) >axn Z are strongly Morita equivalent if and 
only if f and A are order isomorphic. 
ProoJ If r and /1 are order isomorphic, then Corollary 4.7 and 
Lemma 4.8 imply that C(T/Z) xlX, Z and C(n/Z) >axn H are strongly Morita 
equivalent. The converse is a known result; it follows from the fact that 
C(f/Z) >a, Z has a unique tracial state and the range of its &-group under 
the tracial state is f [17, 201. 1 
Consider the case r = Z + C, E A Zcr, where 1 and A are linearly indepen- 
dent over the rational numbers and Card A 2 1. It is easy to see that if 
G c=zCT Za) is identified with the (possibly infinite dimensional) 
torus TCardA = RCardA/ZCardA, then the action of x on TCard A is a 
min%l rotation X({tl}rsA)= {(t,+a)modZ)..., t,e [0, 1). Thus 
C(T/~)>Q,Z=C(T~~‘~~)X~~IZ is a minimal rotation algebra on TCard ‘. 
For such groups with Card A < 00, Theorem 4.9 was proved by the first 
author using a different method [ 141. When r and ii are finitely generated, 
a useful criterion for these groups to be order isomorphic was given in 
[14] in terms of the action of GL(n, Z) on the generators. 
APPENDIX 
In the proof of Lemma 2.2, we used the fact that 
(t~),(K,(C(~) >Q R)) = r. This is implicitly contained in Connes’ work [8]. 
Connes proved in that paper that the range of K,(C(f) >a R) under the 
trace map consists of numbers 
p(u) = (z @ tr,)(6(24) u*)/27ri, 
where z is the trace (integration) on C(f), 6 the derivation induced by the 
action of R, and u a smooth unitary in C(P)@ M,. For the reader’s 
convenience, we present a proof in this appendix that every number P(U) is 
contained in r. 
Obviously it suffices to do so for a finitely generated r= Zcr, + . + 
Lx,, where CI,, . . . . cc,,, are linearly independent over the rational numbers. In 
this case, if we identify P with TN = RN/hN, then the action of R on f is 
such that for (tl , . . . . tN)Ef’, t,E[O, l), (t ,,..., t,)+s=((t,+scr,)modZ, 
. . . . (tN +~a,) mod Z). The derivation 6 is such that for a function fe C(f) 
that is smooth along each orbit of R, (d(f))(x)= (d/ds) f(x+s)JscO. 
To complete the proof, we once again appeal to mathematical induction. 
Since K,(C(T’)) is generated by e2nir, P(U) obviously belongs to Za, c r if 
the unitary depends on the first variable t,. Assume that p(u) belongs to r 
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whenever u depends only on the first L variables t,, . . . . t,. Let u = 
u(t,, . . . . t,, fLf I ) be a smooth unitary in C(f) 60 M,. Let u,(t, , . . . . tL) = 
u(t, 3 . . . . t,, 0) and let v=uu,*. Thus p(u)=p(v) +p(u,,). By the induction 
hypothesis, u(u~) Er. Hence it suffices to show that p(u) E K 
Since v(t,, . . . . tL,O)= 1, tk-+vI=u(fl , . ..., t,, t) is a closed smooth loop in 
GL,(C( TL)). Therefore there is an m > N such that in GL,(C( TL)), v, is 
smoothly homotopic to an elementary loop t -+ exp(2nitEi) exp( -2nitE,), 
where E, is a smooth projection in C( TL) 0 M, and E0 is a projection in 
M,. (This is obtained by specializing the proof of the Bott periodicity to 
GL,(C(TL)) [l, 3, 231.) Let w,(t,, . . . . t,, t,+,)=exp(2nit,+,Ej(tl, . . . . fJ), 
j=O, 1, then ~(v)=~(wI)-~(wO). H ence it suffices to show that ,u(wj) E r 
for j = 0, 1. Straightforward calculation shows that I = (r @ tr,) 
(&WI) w:vni = ML+1 (z @ tr,)(E,) + (r @ trm)(tL+,8(El)). It is clear 
that (r@trm)(E,)EZ. On the other hand, (r@ tr,)(t,+ iJ(E,))= 
s ~fL+l(~T~tr,((G(E,))(x))dm(x))dt,+, =O. Therefore per. Similarly 
~bd E r. I 
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